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Harvard National Model United Nations Conferenee
By Robert M. Vreeland
On Thursday, Feb . 23, eight,
students from Kean College will
depart from Newark International
Airport to participate in the Harvard National Model United Nations Confere nce. The event is
schedu led to take place at the Boston-Sheraton for a period of four
days. Upon arrival the Kean students will join with some 50 other
schools in a grueling R._olitical process .
Kean College has the privilege of
representing two countries this
year. These countries are the German Democratic Republic and the
Republic of Togo . The issues that
are to be covered are among th e
most current problems facing the
world today.
The students assigned to represent the Republic of Togo are as
follows: William Kraus and Erwin
Dugasz, Security Council ; A.
Omar, Organization of African
Unity;
Lori
Rankin,
Social
Humanitarian and Cultural Committee.

The students assigned to represent the German Democratic Republic are as follows: Michelle
Sweeney, General Assembly, Special Political Committee; Geri
Ventri, Legal Committee; Robert
M . Vreeland , Disarmament Committee
and
Julie
Talarick,
Economic and . Social Council
Commission on Information Regulation.
The purpose of the Harvard National Model United Nations Conference is to give students the opportunity to engage in an actuai
political happening. In preparing
for this event the group has spent
many long and tiresome hours researching their prescribed topics.
Along with the drafting of various
resolutions, the student delegation , with the aid of video taping,
readied themselves, for the rigorous undertaking.
Since 1973, Kean has maintained one of the highest levels of
performance. This noteworthy accomplishment has been achieved
mainly through the outstanding

Talarick Goes Today To
Boost Voter Registration
By Heidi Errington
On Monday, February 13, Julia
Talarick, Assistant National Student Affairs Director made a guest
appe.uance on the "Today Show."
Talarick was representing the
United States Student Association
(USSA) as well as Kean College .
,.

Julia Talarick,
The idea behind having a USSA
representative on the "Today
Show" was a nationwide "effort to
register students to vote," said
Talarick. Out of the sixteen million
college students (ages 18-24) only
22% actually vote. Talarick feels

Confere nee On Voter Registration
By Clarence Noman
Minor Coggins Ill
In 1 776 a shot was heard around
the world . It was the start of the
American Revolution and it originated from Boston , In 1-984 from
Boston another sound was echoed
throughout the world. This time it
was the voices of American Students united in a 'Voter Registration Revolution .'
On February 10, 1984, two students from Kean College and 15
hundred other students from 40
different states, attended the history-making 'National Student
Conference on Voter Registration .'
Never before had so many students
gathered to work to be a part of the
system, rather than apart from the
system .
The conference which was endorsed by the United States Student Association (USSA) and State
Student Association (SSA), was a
project of Student Public Interest
Research Groups (PIRGs). " Identifying and Targeting Your Constituency;" "Community Voter Registration Laws and Procedures;"
"Outreach: Strategies and Techniques," and "Community Door-

Students preparing for Model U.N. Conference .

leadership skills employed by Dr.
Charles P. Kelly and by the dedicathat students could be a very effec- lion of the students involved.
tive lobby in New Jersey if more
This year's Harvard National
people would vote.
The NSA office, here at Kean,
under the direction of Cindy Marconi and Julia Talarick, has been
involved in several activities to By Patty Vazquez, VicePresident
Student Organization
boost voter registration. The New
Any person who is interested in
Jersey Student Association (NJSA)
Conference held here on February running in the upcoming Student
3, 4, 5 had several workshops de- Organization elections should be
voted to voter registration. And last fully aware of their responsibiliweekend there was a conference ties . This will briefly explain the reheld in Boston concerning voter sponsibilities of each of the posiregistration which Kean partici- tions. All officers except the Treasu rer and National Student Affairs
pated in.
Talarick feels that 1984 and Director shall be elected for a one
1985 are very important years for year term by the Student Organizavoters. 1984 will be the presiden- tion members. The preceding
tial election year. And 1985 will be year's Assistant Treasurer shall be
the New Jersey gubernatorial elec- the Treasurer and the Assistant
tion. People must not only register NSA Director shall be the NSA Dito vote, but actually go out and do rector.
At the time of the election, the
the voting. Talarick says, "If we
don't do it in '84, we' ll never do President of Council shall have
satisfactorily completed and be
it. "
currently enrolled in sufficient
courses to complete 56 credits recognized by Kean College; the Vice
To-Door Voter Registration" were President of Council, 56 credits;
the titles of just a few of the 36 the Secretary of Council, 29 credits; the Assistant Secretary of Counworkshops offered .
Some of the celebrities who cil, 29 credits, the Assistant Treaspoke at the conference were New surer of Council, 29 credits. The
York
Assemblywoman
Bella President and Vice President must
Abzug, Consumer Activist Ralph maintain a minimum cum of 2.5,
Nader, Southern Christian Leader- and all other officers must mainship Conference Member Rever- tainacumof2.0 . .
Each Executive Board member
end Joseph Laudry, and even Presidential hopeful Jesse Jackson. Each of the Student Organization must
one of the speakers spoke out on spend time during each week of
the importance of the. vote and sig- the Spring and Fall semesters either
nificance of registering people to in their office participating in S_tudent Organization work or in some
vote.
Although many of the students other Student Organization related
had different philosophies and activity, excluding Student Counwere going to vote for different cil meetings or Executive Board
candidates, there existed an un- meetings according to the followderlaying belief that whatever the ingschedule.
National Student Affairs Direcissues voter registration and -«>ting
were the only way to get your tor, 10 hours/week; Asst. National
voice heard. A goal of one million Student Affairs Director, 10 hours/
students was set when the confer- week; Class Presidents, 6 hours/
ence ended on the 12th. Students week; Asst. Secretary, 1O hours/
were left with a sense of purpose week; Secretary, 1O hours/week;
and power. On Kean under the Treasurer, 12 hours/week; Asst.
banner of Project Campus Initiated Treasurer, 10 hours/week; Vice
Voter Involvement Campaign President, 10 hours/week, and ·
(C.1.V.I.C.) variou s groups have President 12 hours/week.
Please note that the President,
united and established a campus
Vice President, and Treasurer
goal of registration .

Model United Nations delegation
will be sponsored by a combinalion of funding agents. These
agents consist of the following: the

Alumni Association, the Student
Organization, the Part-Time Student Council and the Political Science Department.

Attention Candidates!!
sdf:,_.,.,.,,.,,
MUST -put in off'fC'e...hows~
the Summer months. Also all Executive Board members are required
to sit on two committees.
If at any time any member of the
Executive Board has accumulated
3 unexcused absences (per semester) from a duly called Executive
Board meeting, Council meeting,
committee meeting, or class meeting she/he shall be removed from
the Board.
The President of Student Organization shall preside over all meetings of the Student Organization,
the Council and the Executive
Board . The president shall have
general supervision over the development of the programs of the
Student Organization. The president shall have the power to appoint the chairperson and the members of committees with the approval of Council. The president is
responsible for the implementation of new programs. The president is required to sit on Finance
Board for one semester.
The vice president shall perform
the duties of the president in the
president's absence and other
duties as may be prescribed by
Council. The V.P. shall be a member ex-officio of all committees
and shall be acting chairperson of
the Freshman Class until the
Freshman Class President is
elected. The V . P. shall serve as
chairperson of the Election Committee, and Constitution and ByLaws Committee . The V .P. is responsible in making sure that the
Funded Group Advisory Board is
functioning. The V .P. will advise
and keep copies of all Funded
Groups Constitutions and Minutes.
The secretary shall keep a written record, open to all members of
the Council and Executive Board
members. The Secretary shall be
responsible for the notification of
Council and Executive Board
members of all meetings in accordance with the Constitution and

..,,...._. The

be~

sponsible for an appropriate secretarial affairs of the Student Organization . The secretary is chairperson of the Public Relations Committee.
The asst. secretary shall aid the
secretary in all of the secretary's
duties. The asst. secretary w\1I fulfill the duties of the secretary in the
case of the secretary's resignation
or removal from office.
Th'e treasurer shall receive all
contributions and pay all bills
which are in order and provide for
in Council appropriations. The treasurer shall keep an account of the
financial status of the Student Organization and report the same in
full at least monthly to Council.
The treasurer shall be the chairperson of the Finance Board .
The asst. treasurer shall assistthe
treasurer in the performance of the
treasurer's duties, shall assume the
responsibilities of the treasurer in
the event of absence, and shall
perform such other appropriate
duties as requested by Council
and/or the Executive Board . The
assistant treasurer shall be the vice
chairperson of the Finance Board.
The asst. treasurer will fulfill the
duties of the treasurer in the case of
the treasurer's resignation or removal from office.
The Asst. National Student Affairs director shall serve and perform the function of the treasurer of
NSA Office, and shall serve and
perform the function of the secretary. She/he shall assist the NSA director in the performance of her/
his duties. She/he shall sit on the
NJSA Board as Kean College Representative in the event that the director holds conflicting position .
Anyone who is interested in
knowing more about each of the
positions just mentioned please
feel free to stop by Student Organization offices and ask. We are here
for you!!!
Good Luck To All The Candidates!

INDEPENDENT

. , . Career Planning & Placement Office
Probably one of the most impor- Friday, 5/1 i/84, 9:30-1 :00.
March1984
tant decisions a person makes in
Recruitment Schedule
life is choosing a job or career! It is
important because it determines
yourfuture lifestyle. If money, flexible work schedule, working independently,
prestige,
helping
people, and being a decisionmaker seem important to you, it
may be necessary for you to
choose a career that will address
these needs.
So often, individuals, particularly traditional college age students, choose a major or program
of study without much thought.
While most college students attend
college to prepare for a career,
they rarely check out the job possibi Iities related to a particular
major especially if they select a
Liberal Arts or non-career oriented
major. Even students majoring in
very specialized programs such as
Medical Technology, Computer
Science, Visual Communications,
etc. may be in doubt as to what
they really want to do.
Good career decision-making
should be based on sound and current information. Information concerning your interests, · abilities,
needs, values. And the external
work world; available jobs (Direetory of Occupational Titles lists
over 3,000 job descriptions) and
job market trends.
This type of information can be
gathered through reading, research, part-time jobs, volunteer
experience, extra-curricular activities and job exploration inter-

views.
To assist students in planning a
career, ·the CPP Office offers a
Career Development Workshop
which examines personal interests, values, skills, the vast array of
career options and the mechanics
of the job hunt. All of this accomplished through group discussion
and an audio-cassette workbook
approach. Plan to participate in
this exciting and informative workshop.

Career Development
Workshop Schedule
Monday, 2/27/84, 1 :30 - 4:30;
Monday, 3/26/84, 9 :30-1 :00;
Wednesday, 4/25/84, 9:30-1 :00 ;

Campus Update .

Each year, from October
through May, the Kean College
Career Planning and Placement
ByJosephHawley
Office sponsors an On-Campus
Recruitment Program primarily for
We are still having a problem
seniors. Representatives from busi - with false alarms in the residence
ness, education, government, and hall complex. I cannot stress
graduate schools visit our office to enough that this is a very serious
interview students interested in situation and we must all join tbjobs and graduate study.
.
gether to solve it. There must be a
All those interested in signing up group effort to solve this problem.
for appointments for the March If any resident has any information
schedule may do so beginning or has any suggestions on how to
February 15, at the CPP Office, lo- solve this problem, please contact
cated in the Kean Building Com- your head RA or Jose Quiles, Actplex, K-102. For additional infor- · ingDirectorofHousing.
mation about the On-Campus ReOur annual St. Patrick's Day
cruitment Program, please call Party will be held on Thursday,
527-2040.
March 15 from 8:00 pm until 1 :00
3/8/84, Channel Home Centers, am in the Student Center. AdmisAII majors; 3/9/84, AT&T Bell sion will be $2 .00 which will inLabs, Accounting, Finance; 3/12/ elude all the beer, soda and food
84, Compuquest, All majors; 3/13/ that you can handle. The College
84, Xerox Corporation, Manage- Center Board is supplying enterment Science or Liberal Arts tainment, which will include the
majors interested in sales positions popular video go go. Free mugs
3/ 15/84 , C. VS
. . , M anagement will be given to the first 300 who
Scien<;e, Liberal Arts with retailing show up at the door: Everyone is
background; 3/16/84, John Har- invited to attend.
kins Company, Industrial TechnolYour Executive Board will be
ogy with a mechanical contracting meeting. with representatives from
conception; 3/20/84, Personal the Housing Office and AdminisProducts Company _ A Johnson tration this week to discuss proband Johnson Company, Computer lems that exist within the residence
Science; 3/21/84, Northwestern halls. They have agreed to allow
Mutual Life Insurance Company, our association to have input into
· Management Science, Liberal the housing budget and at this time
Arts, Education.
we will propose to the Administra3/22/84, Professional Capit,al tion the concept of a student operPlanning, All majors; 3/23/84, ated security service on weekends .
Lerner's, Management Science or
This is a reminder to both Pat IpLiberal Arts major with experience
in retailing; *3/26/84, New Jersey
Public Interest Research Group PIRC, All majors interested in conBy Patsy Rippo
sumer and environmental issues;
Welcome
back to the Spring
3/28/84, K-Mart, Management
Science, Liberal Arts, and Ac- semester at Kean Colllege. Our
counting; **3/29/84, U.S. Air foremost concern at the Veteran's
Office is to remind all veterans and
Force ROTC, All majors.
dependents that no benefits are au*Jobs for graduates and under- tomatic. You must come to our ofgraduates. ..No appointments fice each semester with proof of
needed. A representative from the payment
(cancelled
check,
Air Force ROTC will speak with in- schedule, or pink receipt) and sign
terested students in the College for your benefits. Also, let us know
if you have changed your name,
(Continued on page 5)
address, or the number of dependents since your last semester at
Kean. Proof of an increase in your
number of dependents can be
shown with a birth and/or marriage
certificate. The sooner you file
your paperwork, the more apt you
will be to receive your check for

• •

Residents Association
polito and Jose Quiles regarding
refrigeration for Whiteman Hall.
The residents of this building are
still waiting for your response regarding refrigerators for their
building. It is our opinion that
since the residents of Whiteman
Hall pay the same room rent as do
the other residents that they be
supplied with refrigeration or their
room rents be lowered .
I have appo.inted Marty Walsh to
act as the president's representative to the Food Service and Pub
Operations Committee. This committee meets each week on
Wednesday at 3:00 pm in Downs
Hall Room A. The meetings are
open to the college community
and all residents are urged to attend and have input into the decision making process.
Also, I have appointed both
Dave McCarthy and Manny
Adeleye to act as resident appointments to the College Center Renovations Committee. We are still in
need of two more representatives.
form the Residents Association . If
you would like to volunteer,
please contact your Vice-President, Delsia Bazemore.
The next general meeting of the
Residents Association will be on
Wednesday, February 29 at 1 :00
pm in Whiteman Lounge. All Residents are urged tQ attend.
We want to remind you that we
are here to serve YOU. If you have

any questions please contact one
of us : Joseph Hawley, president;
Rogers Hall, Delsia Bazemore,
Vice-Presidents, 608 Burch Hall;
Steven Turner, Treasurer, 110 Rogers Hall; Priscilla Parks, Secretary
608 Burch Hall ; Sandra !(imbrugh,
Board member and Tony Giordano, Board member, 202 Whiteman Hall.
Steve, Keep the Faith! Better
Days Are Coming.
Open letter to all Residents :
We have submitted the following budget to the Student Organization for the 1984-85 fiscal year:
Bus trips, $1400.00; Parties,
$2290.00; Picnics, $1600.00;
Marathon
Events,
$600.00;
Awards/prizes, $275.00; Maintainence, $1080.00; Printing office,
$50.00; Reception, $750.00;
Telephone, O; Emergency Expense, $200.00; President's _
Expense, $100.00; Postage, $10.00.

Total, $8,355.00.

,

We would like to have your
comments and input regarding our
budget proposal. We will be appearing before the Finance Board
regarding this proposal and we
would like to have your support.
Please, let us hear from you .

Sincerely,
Joseph Hawley, President
Residents Association
Steven Turner; Treasurer
Residents Association

Veteran's Office

THE

LAWYER'S
ASSISTANT

Hotline

The Lawyer's Assistant
Program at Adelphi University is the largest
and oldest ASA-approved program of its
kind in. New York State, with more than 4,000
graduates.
Salaries at all levels have increased with the
extraordinary growth of this profession, and top
lawyer's assistants earn as much as $32,000.

The Community Outreach is a
very important part of the Communication Help Center (Hotline).
The purpose of the Community
Outreach is to raise funds for community organizations and programs that are beneficial to the surrounding area and also raising
funds for the Hotline program itself.
The Outreach has raised funds
for programs in the past such as the
Union County Cerebral Palsy Center, the Woodbridge State School
for the Extremely and Profoundly
Retarded , Parents Anonymous,
and the Elizabeth Runaways . The
Outreach has done this by having
such fundraisers as bakesales,
.fashion shows, and softball
marathons. Last spring the Community Outreach program had a
twenty-four
inning
softball
marathon with CCB (College Cen-

By Steven Guttman

Come To an lnfonnatlon 8eAlon and Learn:
••• Why 85'lr. of our graduates who seek paralegal
employment have found It
••• Why hundreds of lawyers and other employers

send us their requests for our graduates
••• Why Adelphi graduates have been hired by more
than 650 law firms, corporations and governmental agencies throughout the greater New York

Courses offered in: GARDEN CITY, LI.,
HUNTINGTON, LI., and MANHATTAN.
for a catalog and an invitation to the next
information session, mail this coupon today,
or telephone right now: (516) 663-1004

=:-~....~------ - Garden City. LI .• N.Y. 115.JO
In cooperlllan wlll, TMNallonllC.....,for ~aogall;aining.
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the proper amount on time. Also,
the months of December and January can be bridged so that you will
receive full payment for both
months. Generally, payment will
be received 6-8 weeks after signing
for your benefits.
We would like to remind all veterans to check with their department advisors to be sure they are
taking classes which are pertinent
to major and are needed for graduation. This is presently a great area
of concern for the VA and veterans
will not receive benefits for those
classes which do not pertain to
their graduation. Also, if any veteran changes their major or adds a
minor to his individual program,'
they must notify the VA in Newark
via a letter. Do not wait for the VA

to locate the problem, for it wi II resu It in discrepancy with benefits
and most probably a delay in receipt of checks.
Our Veterans Coordinator is Mr.
Stephen Vence. Our office is located in the Administration Bui\ding, 1st floor and we can be
reached by phone at 527-2028/
2029. Our office hours are Monday through Friday 8:30-4:30.
Some veterans may find it difficult
to come in during these hours, if
this is the case, please call or write
this office and we will make suitable arrangements.
If you need to contact the Veterans Administration in Newark,
they are located at 20 Washington
Place, Newark, New Jersey
07102.Phone:645-2150.

ter Board) to raise money for the
Union County Cerebral Palsy Center. Everyone had a fantastic time
playing softball while the two organizations got familiar with each
other and, most important, they
raised money for a very good
cause, theC.P. Center.
This year the Outreach Program
sponsored the second annual
Fashion Show. The fashions were
again supplied by Bee-Line while
the Hotline supplied the models.
Last semester Outreached raised
money to have a Christmas party at
the Woodbridge State School . At
the party the volunteers presented
some presents and music and
plenty of cake and ice cream for
everyone. It was a totally
heartwarming experience for all of
the volunteers while the citizens of
the school had some very special
moments to remember. This year
Kent Hoboken is the Community
Outreach coordinator and he has .

been doing an excellent job. Kent
had organized all fund rai si ng
events last semester and this
semester has gotten the Outreach
off to a very good start. Along with
Kent, Mike Onuchovsky, treasurer
of the Hotline, was very instrumental in making sure that the Valentine's Day flower sale was a success as he and another volunteer,
Diane Marhcuka dressed up as
" Love Bees" delivering flowers to
unsuspecting students.
It is through events such as these
that volunteers and especially
serving community groups have
made this Community Outreach
program such a success.
Just a reminder, it's still very
early in the semester and it's ·not
too late to join the Hotline staff .
Also on February 29 ·there will
be a jewelry sale in the College
Center from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm .
That's All Folks.

Council for Part-Time Students
By Barbara Nevar, Presiden(
Have you -ever wondered why
there is no Dean's List for PartTime Students? Many of us work
full-time and still manage to maintain a high cumulative average CPTS strongly believes that this excellence should be recognized!
Well , we have been working with

the College for the past year to institute a Dean's List for Part-Time
Students. At this time, the proposal
is waiting for a decision from the
Faculty Senate. This decision
should be made by March 1984.
As far as CPTS is concerned this
recognition is long overdue.
Did you receive a copy of your

Kean Events Calendar yet? This
calendar is free, compliments of
the Office of Student Activities and
lists all upcoming events at Kean .
They are available through Student
Activities, CC-143 and the CPTS
office.

(Continued on page 5)
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Speak Out
KEEN
ON
KEAN

By Mina Botash
Photos by Garry Black

Have you ever had a professor
who's accent is so
,r
thick that it makes it hard to learn?

Ray Stanislawczyk
" Not really. These teachers
don't understand our customs, culture and basic way of life, which
makes it even harder for us to communicate with them. How can you
learn if there's no mutual communication.

Tom Schattner
"Yes. I wouldn't want one again.
I wasn't able to understand him. I
felt it took away from my understanding and the attention span.
Something should definitely be
done about it.

by Manny Cantor

Lee-Ellen Burgoyne
"No, but I've had friends who
have. It's discriminization not hiring someone because they have an Bill Reid
"Oh yes. They' re like the total
accent, but then again it is hard to
pits. The lectures were extremely
learn."
boring, I ~pent most of my time in
Beggars Banquet. They should just
' get rid them. They should teach in
their own country.

Anthony Romano
"Yes. Since I've been raised in a
family that has trouble speaking
English it's been alot easier for me
to catch onto thicker accents. Unfortunately, you can't please ev- Barry Shapiro
"I've had teachers with very
erybody .
thick accents but I've always understood them . The student should
make more of an effort to understand their instructors."

,

TimMambo
"It seems everyone in Registrar is
foreign speaking. I was over there
trying to clear up something and I
couldn't understand what was
MikeMambo
"Yes . I have one now. I have two being said . I feel the people are
classes and their both foreigners . there to serve students and if
I'm pissed off because I'm not they're unable to speak English
they shouldn't have the position .
learning as much as I should."
-------------------------,

Alpha Theta Pi

Alpha Theta Pi
presents
The Ugliest Professor
Pageant along with several other categories.
Ballots and further information can be obtained from any Alpha
Theta Pi sister or at the
their table in the Student
Center.

The sisters of Alpha Theta Pi are
sponsoring as a fund raiser, "The
Ugliest Professor Pageant." There
will also be other categories from
which to choose. For these
categories, the student body will
choose the professor it feels best
deserves the title. lt will be a 25¢
ballot, the contest will run from
February 27 until March 2 and the
winners will be announced in the
following Independent. This contest is strictly a fund raiser and is
not intended to offend any faculty
member.

Mark J. Strauss
_
"Yes. He was totally knarley. I
couldn't handle it. Everytime he
said something all -I could say was
'You're right buddy.' They should
take speech lessons.

Financial Aid
Workshop

Can Reagan and Chernenko Break the Impasse?
Of course it's much too early to answer that question. Speculation
among the "experts" sprouted nevertheless. Attention focused on the
new Soviet leader, Konstantin U. Chernenko. An ex-Ambassador to
Moscow said he was a "dullard." The expert at the Carnegie Endowment For International Peace cautioned that we should not underestimate the new leader. The expert at Yale said, "Chernenko is just a total
mystery.''
The abilities and the policies of the leaders surely are not unimportant
matters. But that is not the most decisive question. I found this excerpt
of an interview with Cyrus R. Vance, former Secretary of State, most
appropriate:
"Both countries should use this occasion to improve the dismal state
of U.5.-Soviet relations. From our standpoint, I hope that the Reagan
Administration will alter its bellicose rhetoric and that both nations will
re-examine their policies with respect to each other. A change in
leadership in the Soviet Union is always a political turning point, and
our policies and actions toward them can effect the direction in which
the Soviets move.''
It is my opinion, also, that the answer to the question that heads this
column will be determined in Washington. Let me tell you why I have
some hope.
The most important thing on the minds of Ronald Reagan and his advisers is his re-election . A most vulnerable point in his record is his conduct of foreign policy, especially in regard to the Soviet Union. The
Democrats make this a key point of their attack. Reagan , in recent
weeks, has abandoned his strident belligerence and adopted a conciliatory stance. It is not likely that he will return to his "tough talk" during the campaign . If his Administration will make concessions that will
bring the Soviets to the negotiating table, it would take the steam out
of the Democrats' attack, and insure his re-election.
Would the Soviet leadership respond? The prevailing wisdom seems
to be that they will not want to help Reagan get re-elected. I'm in agreement with W . Averell Harriman, former Ambassador to the Soviet
Union and to Britain, an advisor to five Presidents and chief negoitator
of the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty, who wrote recently:
"I am convinced that Soviet leaders desire serious negotiations ...
Their object, despite the irreconcilable ideologies of our two nations,
is the common goal that nuclear weapons have made a necessity: the
prevention of nuclear war.
"I am also convinced that constructive agreements to reduce nuclear
arms, to make their use less likely, are possible -even at this late date ."
Richard Nixon, as bitterly anti-Communist as Ronald Reagan,
nevertheless found it in the national interest, as well as politically expedient, to affect notable accomodations with the two major Communist
countries, China and the Soviet Union.
Hopeful Signs on the Road to Peace
Washington, Dec. 13 - President Reagan and Congress have come
to an agreement on an impending national shortage: a lack of experts
on the Soviet Union . . . So when Congress, on the last day of the 1983
session, approved $50 million to encourage the study of the Soviet
Union, President Reagan did not object. Lieut. G!,!n. Eugene F. Tighe,
a former director of the Defense Intelligence A~ncy, said at the Congressional hearing: "I know that we know very little about what makes
a Soviet citizen tick. We simply know very little about most of the Soviet
people."
Five Soviet women, members of the Soviet Women's Committee, recently ended a nine-day visit sponsored by Women and Foundations/
Corporate Philantrophy, a seven-year old group that works to improve
the quality of grants that aid women. The tour was a return visit for a
trip made to the Soviet Union last spring by a group of American women
active in philanthropy.
The Carnegie Corporation, searching for ways of reducing the risk of
nuclear conflict, has approved a multimillion-dollar program that seeks
to tap the talents of American scientists, scholars, military experts and
policy analysts outside the Government. One ·key element would encourage closer contact with scholars and scientists in the Soviet Union
through visits and exchanges of articles on topics such as the environmental consequences of nuclear war.
Soviet and American scientists, attending an international fusion energy colloquium held at Princeton, stressed that relations between them
were good and vital, and not under the influence of "outside events."
Michael I. Sovern, president of Columbia University, proposed the
creation of a federally financed National Endowment for International
Studies, patterned after the National Endowment for the Arts and the
Humanities, to overcome a direct link between "lack of knowledge and
lack of diplomatic success." The grants would be for three main purposes: Soviet studies, centers devoted to other regions of the world and
coordination and sharing of library resources relating to world topics.
Said Mr. Sovern : "The danger of our ignorance, not simply of the Russian language but of the nature and workings of the Soviet system, has
been apparent.''
Why can't we do something about this here at Kean College?

Delta Rho Chapter - Kappa Delta Pi

On Thursday, February 23 at
Dr. John Butcher will conduct
7:30 p.m. the Financial Aid Office
will be holding a workshop in our March 2, 1984 meeting. He
Hutchinson J-100. This will be will demonstrate the many uses of
open to all students. and parents. the Apple Computer. The meeting
The Financial Aid Office Staff will will be held in the omputer room
be available to assist in completing in Campus School North Rm. 104.
the New Jersey Financial Aid Form Students wi.11 get to use the
Applications. Information regard- machines after a brief orientation
ing financial aid in a general sense period to show the types of activities that can be programmed on
will also be provided .

the computer.
All Education Majors and Kappa
Delta Pi members are encouraged
to attend this hands-on workshop . .
All undergraduate education
majors are eligible for membership
if they have completed at least 75
sm . hrs. and have a cum of 3.45 or

/Continued on page 5)
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College Republican
Speaks Out
Dear Editor,

From The Editor's Desk

Last semester, in one of Manny Cantor's colulmns, he lauded the College Republicans for the return of political activism on campus, of
which ·the CRs are an important part of. We accept his praise and we
also agree with his encouragement to other political groups to do the
same. The formation of a College _Democrats group on this campus
would allow us someone to debate with and bring political issues more
to the minds of Kean students . The Reagan rally hald on the campus
the day after Reaga·n announced his campaign for re-election recieved
a great amount of response from students; Roadside banners, posters,
and literature presented by the College Republicans recieved a great
deal of attention . One of my group members donned a Reagan mask
and distributed literature through the college halls, recieving mixed but
often favorable comments from students. This kind of thing is fun and
it makes people think, after all, that's the real purpose of campus political action, to raise the students' awareness of the issues. We look forward to the mock election for the Democratic Candidates to be sponsored by the political science club this semester.
What the College Republicans on this campus are opposed to is political groups on this and other campuses who use student money to forward their own political beliefs quietly, without informing students of
their actions. I wish to inform the students of Kean College of one such
group.
Did you know that via Student Organization your student fees are
funding a group called USSA, the so called United States Student Association, while many students of Kean are probably not even aware
of this organization's existance. They are using your student fees to forward radical and socialist ideology. The few facts listed hereafter are
a perfect example of how a college student body can be used without
its knowledge when those students are not suffiently politically active
and aware.
1. The United States Student Association has had strong ties with
Marxist-Leninist organizations and hostile governments.
2. The USSA under the administration of former chairperson Janice
Fine has supported terrorist organizations such as the Palestine Liberation Organization and the Puerto Rican FALN .
3. The USSA invited the Communist SZSP, the official Polish Communist Party-sanctioned student organization, which has condemned
the free trade union Solidarity, to its 33rd and 34th Congresses.
4. The USSA sent two representatives to Poland as guests of the SZSP,

Where Were We in '83

When it's time to reminisce about the good ol' days, one often
. looks through the pages of their college yearbook. The candids,
parties, and frat pictures bring back memories of when there was
such a thing as sleeping late, five week vacations and not waking
up because "I justdon'twantto."
Because .of Mr. John McWaters, the past editor of the
Memorabilia, the class of '83 will not receive a yearbook, because one was not put together.
According to the present editor, Cathy Jacobs, $2,000 of the
$19,000 was spent and practically nothing was given · to
Walsworth Publishers. After a threatening letter was sent to Mr. ·
Mcwaters, camera equipment and about 150 pictures were returned.
As editor, Mr. McWaters was entitled to, and received, a thirtytwo credit scholarship and has nothing to show for it. Thirty-two
credits that you paid for.
Presently, under Ms. Jacobs, the staff of the 1984 Memorabilia
is meeting regularly and deadlines are being met.

and thus as guests of General Jaruzelski.

Just recently, Student Organization appointed an ad-hoc com-

mittee under the direction of Marti Manco to put toghether a Student Directory. While it will be adequate, there was NO excuse
for the actions, or in this case, the lack of actions of Mr. Mcwaters.

.

5. The USSA maintains close relations with the Czechoslovakiabased International Union of Students (IUS), which the CIA has deter•mined isoneofthethirteen major Soviet front groups.
6. The IUS supported the Martial Law dictatorship in Poland, and,
by its relationship, the USSA supports the IUS.
7. The USSA has been denounced be even the College Democrats
as "communist-dominated ."
8. The first USSA officer elected under former chairman Janice Fine,
was the secretary of the youth arm of the Communist Part, USA.
9. The offical Soviet press has praised the USSA as the "real" representative of American Students.
10. The U SSA has filed suit against the Centra 11 ntel Iigence Agency.
11 . The USSA supports "the rig!)ts of gay parents to their adoptive and
natural children."
12 . The USSA "supports a comprehensive national health service,"
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Commission on the Future
of State Colleges
i.e. socialized medic ine.
.
13 . The USSA "supports ... a mutual and verifiable freeze on the production , testing and deployment of nuclear weapons."
14. The USSA has openly affiliated itself with the terrori st organ ization SWAPO, the M arxist-Len inist South West Africa People's Organization .
15 . The USSA favors complete socialization of America's colleges
and universities.
The College Republicans w ill nQt oppose the existance of such a
group as USSA. We bel ieve the Constitution guarantees them the_right
to exist and promote their pol itical beliefs. What we do oppose IS the
way they have duped this college into unknow ingly supporting thei r activities. Who fu nds the USSA ? You and I th rough our student fees. Did
anyone from USSA ever approach you to see how you felt abqut the
aforementioned political beliefs? No one asked me if I wanted to-support a group that supports commu nism and terrorism . Yet they have my
student fees in support of their cause. I strongly urge the students of
Kean College to join us, the College Republicans in condemn ing this
gruop and DEMANDING a refund from Student Organization for the
share of our student fees which go to supporting the USSA and its members. Please support us in our battle.
ThomasPareso
College Republicans

Who is the Soviet Leader?
Dear Editor:
· Konstantin Chernenko, 72, has been selected by the politburo to be
its General Secretary, the post held by Andropov until his death last
week. Chernenko is a rather obscure figure to most people who aren't
familiar with the Soviet hierarchy. He got his start under Brezhnev
about 30 years ago. He has served for the last several years as the Secretary of the Politburo, a Party position with little to do in the areas ~f foreign policy and economic affairs. He is a fairly well read au!hor m the
Soviet Union, and is a member of the "Old Guard" of the Politburo, the
base of the Soviet leadership.
Chernenko is a career Party man, unlike his fellow Politburo members who came to this point through either local politics or military
car~rs . He isn't held in great respect, but he is the only Old Guard
member capable of collecting the support of the leadership. He is not
an intellectual, as was Andropov, but he is definitely well-connected
within the hierarchy.
He is viewed as an obsure, boring figure in the Soviet leadership, but
a man capable of doing the job. It is expected that he will be not only
the oldest Soviet leader, but the one carrying the least authority of all
w ho came before him. He will be tightl y supervised by the Politburo
members, and he w ill be the overseer of a collective leadership, something many have predicted in the recent days past.
Americans should not expect any startling, new attempts at peace
right away, if at all. The selection of Chernenko is a clear sign that the
Soviets are falling back to the ideologies practiced by Brezhnev, as well
as a sign that they are not yet ready for a peace initiative before the end
of the Presidential elections, when they hope the line will be more tempered from the U.S. President. The revisions of policy and structure implemented by Andropov were apparently too much for the Politburo
members. The choice of Chernenko is a sign that they aren't ready to
let it occur again in the nearfuture.
As to the "Chernenko style, " we will have to wait and see how much
authority he will be allowed to exercise, and ho~ '.11uch opposi!ion he
faced, by the members of the Politburo. If the dec1s1on was unammou~,
as TASS claims, then the leadership should remain intact, however, if
you hear of leaders dropping from sight, you can be assured that the
decision was not totally unanimous after all. We will have to play a
waiting game until Chernenko consolidates his power, and begins to
step out on his own .
WiUiam R. Kraus

Office Of Car·eer
Planning & Placem·ent
(Continued from page 2)
Center from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m.

Ca~rs for Computer Science
and Math Majors
A workshop, "Careers for Computer Science and Math Majors,"
will be presented by Kean College
Career Planning and Placement
Office at 1 :40 p.m ., Tuesday, February 28, 1984, in the Alumn i
Lounge Downs Hall .
· Panelists w ill incl ude Judith
Seery, Member of Techn ical Staff,
Bell Labs; Johi:i Paglione, Assistant
Vice President, The National State
Bank; Mary Chyb, M anager - System s Development, AT & T Commun ications; Chris Peterson, Manager of Appl ications Develop:

ment, Jersey Central Power and
Light; David Harris, Actuarial Director, Prudential Insurance Company of America; Dennis Steel,
Manager of Systems Development, Bristol-Myers Company.
These professionals will discuss
and answer questions about the
variety of careers open to Computer Science and Math Majors.
For further information call 52 72040. Everyone is invited to attend
this workshop!
Important

The CCP Office is presently located in the Kean Building Complex, K-1 02. O ur office borders the
Bruce Parking Lot and is opposite
the First A id Squad bu ilding. For
more explic it directions, call 5272040.

Dear Editor:
I am Anthony Cicatiello and as
chairman of the Commission on
the Future of the State Colleges, I
wish to present to you this Commission's report. It is called "Toward a University of New Jersey"
and is the result of more than 18
months of work by several outstand ing men and women from our
state. Those who are present I'd
like to introduce. I'd also like to acknowledge the work of the man
who was originall y selected to
cha ir th is Comm ission, Dr. Calvi n
8.T. Lee. Dr. Lee, who most of you
knew, oversaw the early and most
critical stages of w ork by thi s Commission, and we pay him tri bute as
w e present th is report.
I w ould also like to take the time
to summarize the charge given to
this Commission when it was established . Among other things, the
Commission was directed to make
"recommendations regarding the
mission of the state college sector
and the ... missions of the individual colleges ." These recommendations were to address the issues of curriculum, access to
higher education, and personnel
policies. We also were asked to
identify financing and governance
systems in higher education that
would promote academic excellence and improve the administrative and financial flexibility of the
state colleges of New Jersey.
The Commission that carried out
this charge included leaders in
New Jersey labor, business, industry, education and government.
Our work, which began 18 months
ago, included public hearings,
meetings with the presidents, trustees, students and faculties of each
state college. We also met with
government and university representatives from states throughout
the country.
And we spent a great deal of
time in analyzing the issues and
forging the recommendations that
you have before you today . As
most of you are aware, the Commission also received invaluable
research and administrative assistance from the State Department of
Higher Education . With this, I am
pleased to submit the Commission's final report for consideration

Council for
Part-Time Students
(Continued from page 2)
Our General Membership meeting was this past Friday; items of
interest to part-time students as follows:
The Mock Democratic National
Convention will be taking place on
March 19-20-21 at the Wilkins
Theatre. All students, faculty, and
members of the community are invited to attend any or all of the
nights. The Council, who is partially funding this event, will be
representing a state at the·convention. For more information please
call 527-2066 or 527-2508 . .
Tony Milillo, Vice-President of
the Council , is a member of the
College Center Renovation committee. Tony has been touring College Centers at various NJ colleges.
If anyone would like more information regarding this, please call
the Council Office at 52 7-2228.
The Council is currentl y pursuing getting vending mach ines into
the Industrial Stud ies bu ild ing. At
this ti me, there are no vending
machines in this bui lding.
It has also come to the attention
of the Council that there is a lack of
lounge area in the Industri al Arts
building. The Counci l will be looking into the possi bil ity of this.
W ell that's all fo r this week.
Have a good one!

by the State Board of Higher Education.
The Commission's fundamental
recommendation is that New Jersey's nine state colleges be brought
together to form a public system of
higher education to be known as
The University of New Jersey.
Thi s concept cannot be carried
out in a sweeping fash ion . But it offers a long-term
plan
for
strengthening the adm inistrative
system
and sharpening the'
academic focu s of each state college.
The University of New Jersey
proposal does not deemphasize
the loca l missions or proud trad itions of the ind ividual .colleges. Instead , it envisions each institution
as a un ique member of a public
education system on par with New
Jersey's other institutions of higher
learning - and capable of competing with university systems in
other states throughout the nation.
The opportunities offered by the
University of New Jersey concept
are clear.
First, it would establish a structure that will give each state college the fiscal autonomy that now
exists for New Jersey's other institutions of higher learning.
Second, it would establish a
structure that will give each state
college the fiscal autonomy that
now exists for New Jersey's other
institutions of higher learning.
Second, it would establish a
highly visible and credible institu-

tional image of higher education in
New Jersey and help stem the flow
of our students to colleges and universities outside the state.
Third, a university system would

provide for the more efficient administration of our state colleges

and assist in reducing duplication
of programs; it would allow each
college instead to pursue its own
mission and to grow stronger in the
areas it has developed over the
years.
And fourth, it would promote
the development of both the traditional liberal arts curriculum and
the career-centered programs.
This would be achieved both
through increased cooperation
among the individual colleges as
well as increased cooperation between the university system members and the business, labor, and
government sectors of the state.
I would like now to highlight the
major recommendations we have
made in the areas of Mission, Governance, and Finance.
'

Mission

leges.

Governance
Under Governance, the Commission, as already stated, recommends the creation of a body corporate and pol itic comprising the
nine state colleges, to be named
The University of New Jersey.
Similar to the University of
Medicine and Dentistry board
structure and responsibility, UNJ
would be gu ided by a 15-member
Board of Governors appointed by
the State Board of Higher Education w ith the approva l of the Governor.
UNJ would have a president
w ho would serve as chief advocate .
and
spokesperson,
provide
academ ic
and
administrative
leadership, prepare the .UNJ
budget, and serve as overall coordinator for the implementation of
pol icy for the state college system.
Each calJ)pus would continue to
be headed by a president and
board of trustees. The president
would be the chief academic and
administrative officer, wh ile the
board would work with and advise
him .
Finance
Under Finance, the Commission
recommends that the State gradually Jncrease its appropriation of
funds per full-time-equivalent student from the present $2,480 to at
least the national average of
$2,852.
We would also recommend that
the Board maintain :1 student-tofaculty ratio of 17: 1 and move
away from enrollment driven formulas to a core-funding approach.
And finally, we recommend a
shift from gross state appropriation
to net state appropriation, which
would give each institution both
fiscal autonomy and the responsibility for making and meeting its
own budget.
Conclusion
The University of New Jersey
concept, as I have briefly outlined ,
serves primarily as a blueprint for
the future . The Commission's Report is presented with the objective
of improving educational programs, streamlining administrative
pr~edures, and increasing cooperation and planning among the
state colleges.
It is also a bold plan for establishing a prestigious institution that
proudly bears the name of - our
state, and that could contribute to
strengthening the economic vitality of New Jersey in the future. It is
a plan for building a public system
of higher education in this state
that will have the respect and loyalty of our own students as well as
of students from other parts of the
country. We look forward to your
careful consideration of this idea
and the many recommendations
that undergird it. This report has
been produced after great effort
and is offered with great anticipation .
On behalf of the Commission on
the Future of State Colleges, I thank
you for your attention. My colleagues and I would be happy to
entertain any questions you might
have at this time . ·
Anthony S. Cicatiello,
Chairman

Under Mission, we recommend
that by 1985 only those students in
the top three-fifths of their high
school graduating class be considered for admission to New Jersey's
state colleges·. We would further
recommend that by 1987 only
those students in the top half of
their class be considered .
In keeping with the belief that
the state is responsible for assisting
special or educationally and
economically disadvantaged students, the Commission recommends maintaining the Educational Opportunity Fund and Special Admit program at 20 percent
of those admitted to the state col- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

Kappa Delta Pi
(Continued from page 3)

Thelndy
wants you
Come by and
sign up
inCC-119

better.
Graduate students,. rflust have
completed at least 12 sm . hrs. in a
program and have a cum of 3 .45 or
better.
Applications are available outside J 205 G and w ill also be available the night of the meeting.
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
,_I
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T~eatre at Kean_: Cros~roads Performs Works of Hughes
By DierdreMacNamara
On Wednesday, February 15,
the Cultufal Arts Board sponsored
the Crossroads Theatre group's
biographical musical "Langston"
based on the life of writer Langston
Hughes.
.
The show began with Hughes as
1

1

a '!1an of twenty-on~ on a freight~r
ship ~und for Africa. The aud1ence Is then taken, by way of
flashback, to Hughes' grandmother's porch in Lawrenceville,
Kansas. This is the beginning of a
series ~f scen~s, or "beats," ~~ch
presenting a time or event critical

in the development of the writer. .
In scenes such as at Columbia
University, Hughes' dormitory
room and particularly in Harlem,
one can see Hughes' great interest
in the simple people of Harlem,
whom he calls "just folks" growing. Some of his most beloved fie-

ti on al characters are drawn from
memories and impressions of the
people who dwelt in the area of
125th street between Amsterdam
and Lexington Avenue. At the
close of part one, Hughes is seen
once again on the freighter to Africa.
Hughes was an extensive
traveler, visiting Europe, where he
resided in Italy and France, and
dience up and roaring when he worked as a newspaper corresponsang "Talking in Your Sleep" and dent in Spain, as well as visiting the
"Shake a Tail Feather." Surpris- Orient. However, he still ideningly, the audience was most tified with the people of Harlem,
aroused when Jimmy Marino sang though he himself was born in Mis"What I Like About You," the souri and raised in 1Sansas.
group's first major hit. Marino lead
As the play draws to a close, we
the band with his excellent drumming. He had a few solos during
the concert that had the audience
moving to the hard beat of the perThe time for Cyndi Lauper is
cussions.
Together Marino and Palmar now! With the release of She's So
gave the people what they wanted . Unusual, her debut album on PorThere was audience participation trait Record, this veteran New York
throughout the show. It's clear to rocker comes into her own with
see that the Romantics are some- ten tracks of vibrant, heartfelt pop
thing to talk about in your sleep.
ro~k. It is a sound that is firmly

Concert·. The Romantics

By Mina Botash
Opening_for a band is not the
easiest experience to go through .
There is usually an aura of restlesness in an audience when they
come to see a performer, and have
to sit there listening to an unknown
band. It's hard enough for any
band to be an opening act, but
opening for a hot sex symbol in
today's music scene puts on added
pressure. But that added pressure
didn't seem to affect the Romantics
when they opened for Adam Ant at
the Capital last weekend . The
Romantics joined Adam on a national tour to promote Ants _new
_album "Strip." It's not often that

two headliners join forces to put on
one show.
The Romantics have been
around for a while but have just recently been gaining the popularity
they deserve. Their latest album
"In Heart" has hit the charts with
their hit single "Talking in Your
Sleep."
The four man band, clad in
leather, played ten songs in a fortyfive minute set. Their music,
played fast and loud, simply shook
the auditorium .
Wally Palmar, lead singer, has
the kind of harsh voice that makes
for a great rock star. He had the au-

see Hughes in Harlem, during the
Negro literary renaissance of the
1920's. It was here that he developed "The Ordinary Folks,"
and created one of his most
memorable characters, Jesse B.
Semple, nicknamed "Simple."
Hughes once said, "It's just myself
talking to me ... I have developed
this inner conversation into two
characters ."
"Langston" was performed by
the Crossroads Theatre Company
and was directed by Rick Khan .
The music used in the production
was that of two great artists of the
period, Scott Joplin and Duke Ellington.

Notes on Lau_per

When you're in atight spot,
good friends will help you out.

When you pulled in two hours ago, you didn't
have this problem. And with a party just starting,
the last thing you wanted to do was .
wait around another two hours.
'
Neither did the rest of the guys.
So when they offered to give you
a lift, that's exactly what they did,
proving not only that they were
in good shape, but that they
were good friends.
So show them what appreciation is all about. Tonight, let it
be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
t&: 1983 Beer Brewed in U.S.A. by Miller Brewing Co .. Milwaukee, WI

rooted in the best American musical traditions, but with an eye (and
ear) for the technological advances
of today. From choice covers like
the Brain's "Money Changes Ev_erything" and Prince's "When You
Were Mine" to such expressive
originals as "Time After Time" and
"I'll Kiss You ," a portrait of the artist emerges: fun loving, quick witted, salty but sensitive. In short,
Cyndi Lauper'sgotsoul!!!
Cyndi Lauper was born in
Brooklyn , New York . Her earliest
performances were for the old
ladies of the neighborhood, singing songs for quarters. As the fifties
gave way to the sixties, rock and
roll found a ready convert in Cyndi
Lauper. She attended several arts
oriented high schools, but was invariably swayed from her studies
by the cultural attractions of the
day. She took up guitar at the age
of twelve and began writing songs
with her sister.
In the mid seventies, Cyndi
started paying her dues as a voe- ·
alist with various bands in and
around New York. In 1977·'Cyndi
broke into the cover-band circuit
for good. She first attracted the
public in a new band called Blue
Angel. In 1979, the group signed
to Polydor and recorded its self-titled debut LP, released in 1980.
Cyndi left Polydor and Blue
Angel in the Spring of 1983 to sign
with Portrait Records as a solo artist. She says, about her new
album , "I decided to just go ahead
and do it, though I hadn' t written
many new songs - I had broken up
· my partnership with Blue Angel
and didn' t like the idea of just singing other people's songs . However, for She's So Unusual, producer Rich Chertoff and I selected
songs that enabled me to keep my
integrity and that meant something
to me. And I wrote some too ."
Today Cyndi lives in New York
City. She continues to draw ~nspiration from the silver screen, the
great painters, and from everyday
immersion in city life. "My goal is
to become not just a successful
singer, but a complete artist. I've
spent a ong time working on my
voice, just the way an athlete has
to build up his body anq keep in
condition. I'd like to perfect my
songwriting and develop my visual
side with things like developing
the album cover or planning the
video . I want to be a great artist, to
really say something, to be remembered." And she will. She's Cyndi
Lauper and she's so unusual.
Sincerely,
Cute Cuddly Bear

Stevie Ray Vaughn
is coming to
Kean on March 14
Tickets will be
on sale soon at
Wilkins Theatre
Box Office
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Film: Teenage Romance in "Reckless''
Reckless is the classic teenage
romance between the uptown girl
and the backstreet guy. She's
Tracey - Roosevelt High cheerleader, blonde and blue eyed,
wholesome good girl. Her boyfriend is Randy - wholesome, All
American
quarterback.
John
Rourke is the classic rebel. He's got
a leather jacket, a motorcycle and
he's tough . On an index card
handed out in class he lists career
goals as "To get out of here," what

you want out of life as "MORE!"

But he doesn' t stay out all night
raising hell with the boys or making it with every girl he can get his
hands on . He's quiet, a loner. His
mother left when he was young
and his father's an alcoholic . He
comes home one night to find his
father in his bedroom with a prostitute. Disgusted, he has an ugly
fight with him and leaves the house
in tears. He has a touching human
side which so many movie heroes

today seem to lack.
After a few shy but suggestive
glances are exchanged between
Tracey and Johnny, he approaches
her at the dance. Sugary sweet "On
In A Million You" is playing. He
scratches the album, cutting the
song off in [llidstream and switches
on Romeo Void's " I Might Like You
Better If We Slept Together." The
two start dancing and are really
getting into it when her boyfriend
Randy objects and decks Johnny.

Johnny leaves and Tracey, ticked
off at Randy, fol lows him . Thus the
stage is set for teen love and lust.
The acting is quite good.
"Tracey," played believably by
Aiden Quinn, is vulnerable _without being weak and upper _class
without being spoiled . You sense
there is not much fun in her Jife before Johnny comes along. You
sense that she desires him long before her defenses break down .
" Johnnv" is played superbly by

Darryl Hannah. He's tough without being macho and angry without being mean. He has an animal
sensuality like Marlon Brando and
an inner cross to bear like James
Dean .
Despite a trite "True Love Conquers AW ending, Reckless is a fast
moving, enjoyable movie. Seeing
Darryl Hannah as "Johnny" and
the steamy love scenes alone are
worth it.

Art ofKean F acuity on Display at Schering-Plough
.Paintings, sculpture and graphic
art by members of the faculty of
Kean College are currently on view
to the pub Iic at the pharmaceutical

offices of Shering-Plough CorporaThe exhibit is the first in a collabtion on Galloping Hill Road, one oration between Schering-Plough
to four p.m ., Monday through Fri- and Kean College. An exhibition of
day.
photographs by faculty, students
and alumni w ill open on February
28 and run concurrently with the
faculty show through April 27.
Works by graduate students will be
on view in the Masters Thesis
exhibit, May 1 through June 22.
Paintings by Michael Metzger, associate professor of fine arts, will
be present June 26 through Sep-

tember 21 .
The current show was assembled and coordinated by Zara
Cohan, gallery director at Kean
College . It features 18 oits, illustrations, metal and wood sculpture,
collages and watercolors by the
fac ulty from the college's various
departments.
In noting the overall high quality
of the faculty exhibit, Cohan underscored the importance of cam-

pus-corporate relations in cultural
fields.
" In this case," she
explained, "corporate sponsorship
not only provides an attractive
showcase for the college's strong
creative talents, it also benefits the
community at large by making art
available for broad publ ic appreci ation ."
Schering-Plough is an international manufacturer of pharmaceutical and consumer products.

WORKFOR
THE
Above: Zara Cohan (left), and Linda Pacotti, discuss one of the 18

pieces on view to the public through April 27.

The Speech/Theatre/Med ia Department
will be presenting

You Can't Take It With You
A Hillarious Comedy Set In The 1930' s
Audition Dates Are:
Mon. March 12, 3:00-7:30and
Tues. March 13, 1:00-5:00
InVE-119
Call backs will be from 3:00-7:00
in Wilkins Theatre
There are 19 roles available
7forWo men,12forMen _

PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in search of
RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATES
SOPHOMORES... JUNIOR~...
SENIORS... GRAD STUDENTS

Audition information and the rehearsal schedule will be
available in VE-410 starting on Monday, Feb. 27.

*Scripts are now available in the Reserve Room of the Library

flute

Carol WINCENC

START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE. 'lou '/1 be the first point
of contact between PEOPLExpress and our. customers, providing accura~e
scheduling and price information-and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights.
You 'll be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT and you will have a
flexible work schedule that fits in with your classes.

t \ ,, "', '\AL:v1BL:RC. SOI O FLL'TE CO\H'nl nor--

THE JOB OFFERS ALL THIS:

Heidi LEHWALDER harp

• $5 .00 an hour to start- with regularly
sct1eduled raises .
• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but
spouses, too. after 30 days of employment)

• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

"As a duo they were
beautifully attuned to
each other w ith a kind
of ideal rapport in
sound and musical insight."
San Antonio, Texas

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK AR~:
• Minimum of 4 hours per day
• Minimum of 20 hours per week
• Maximum of 40 hours per week

TO QUALIFY. you must have a GPA of 2.5 or better; be currently enrolled, ~ articulate-and
have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Prev10Us work expenence ,s a must.

A presentation will be held today, Thurs. Feb. 23rd at 1:30 p .m., Hutchinson Hall, J-100. Students are requested to sign up for the presentation in the Career Placement Office.

"Exquisite musicianship combined with an
audience magnetism of
the first order. "
Lakeland, Florida

Equal Opportunity Employer M F

.

i

I
, .)

.

\..

Saturday, March 3 - 8 p. m.

Wilkins Theatre at Kean Coflege
Tickets and Information: 527-2337
SB.SO; S4.50 Students, Facully, Staff, Senior Citizens
Sponsored by Councll for Part-Time Students
Oa.r Do..~ . .

Managcfflft1t • Carol Wi~nc: Hamlen-Undau Managcmcnt • 140 West '79th Strttt •
New York 10024 • 2U.317 8597
Managmtt1t • Hridi Ld,wa~r: Thea Oispe:kn- Artists' R~rne:ntalivc • Felicity Pi~/ P.itncia Win tu • 248 East 78th Strttt •
· ~w York 100n dll.535.1300
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Concert: Adam Ant and The Romantics
By Mina Botash
"Don't drink, don't smoke, what
qo you do?" If you've seen Adam
Ant in concert you'd know that one
of the things he does best is Strip
(the album of course)! Adam Ant,
accompanied by the Romantics,
performed to a predom inantly·
female audience in a sold-out concert at the Capitol th is past Saturday.
The Romantics opened for
Adam Ant. Because their popular-

ity and style is almost as popular as
Adam Ant's, they deserve a review
al I to themselves. There are always
two parts to a concert. First, there's
the music, and then there's performance. The Romantics took control of the music, but if it's provocative, hip swivel ing action you
want, Adam Ant is just the one to
give it to you .
No longer wearing war-paint
and an Indian head dress, Adam
Ant paraded arou nd in tight,

. leather pants and a sexily torn
shirt. He opened the set with
"Scorpians," a cut from his 1981
album Prince Charming. With the
help of his eight piece band Adam
had the crowd up and jumping
from beginning to end. The trumpet and sax, played in the preludes
of " Ant Invasion" and "Goody Two
Shoes," added a unique sound to
the tunes .
"Ant Invasion," "Goody Two
Shoes," "Ant Music" and " Dog Eat

Trip to China

and specialist in Chinese art history w ho has led two study tours to
Kean College will sponsor an art credit. The group will explore China for Kean College in 1981
tour entitled "China: Contempo- Chinese art and cu ltural sites in and 1983. For further information
rary Images of A,:t and Culture, " Peking, Nanjing, Yangzhou, Shan- contact Mrs. Ethel Madsen, SpeJuly 4-24, 1984. The tou r is avail- ghai, and will cruise the Grand cial Programs, Adm Bldg. 2nd Fl.,
able to the general public and w ill ' Canal from Wuxi to Suzhou. It will Kean College, Union, NJ 07083,
offer undergraduate and graduate be led by Vito Giacalone, artist phone (201) 527-2163 .

MEMO

Dog" were songs from Ants earlier
album that were put together when
the when the band was "Adam and
the Ants. "
Antless, Adam put out a new
album which features "Strip" and
" Playboy." "Strip," the ti tle cut,
was synonymous with Ants behavior throughout the show. His
striptease started out with him baring his shoulders and ended with
him submerging himself in a cubi-

de full of water, wearing nothing
but a tight bikini . All that was lacking in this set was a chorus of" Let
Me Entertain You ."
" Friend or Foe" was a favorite of
the fans. When he sang "Stand and
Deliver" he did just that. Throughout the show Adam Ant taunted
and teased practically every
female fan in the audience and
they payed him back with whistles, screams and roses .

CCB Happenings
This week in CCB we've been
tyi ng up all the loose ends for Friday's Cyndi Lauper concert in Wilkins Theatre. The show has completely sold out. Hope you got
you r tickets in time.
O ur next major production is
coming up very soon . Stevie Ray
Vaughn will be in concert w ith his
band Double Trouble on March
14, 1984 in Wilkins Theatre. This
show is less than 3 weeks away, so
tickets should be available within a

week.
There is an All College Party
com ing up on M arch 15. Hopefully this will be patterned after our
video party in October wh ich was
very well received . W e'll have all
the detai ls on this by next week.
There' ll be another All College
Party in April which is still in the
· early planning stages. I' ll have
more for you on these events next
week . Hope you enjoy the Cyndi
Lauperconcert . ..

Day ofthe Seal

m: COI,I,J!GJ! s~rm
l'BOM: Rn OB IIISS ftOBJ!S
SUBJJ!a.f: DBIISS l'OB SUCCESS
SPBDTG sur.r Alm DBJ!SS OJ'l'J!B
Is your gra.dua.tion nea.r? Are you on your way to career
1nt.erviews?

IF SO, NOW'S THE TIME TO DRESS FOR SUCCESS!

Hit or Miss~Amerioa's finest off-price women's specialty
store is now offering college students an additional
20% OFF OUR ALREADY LOW PRICES ON

ANY SUIT OR DRESS!•

W-e want YOU to create the successful, professional
image. Bring in this coupon to your nearest Hit or Miss®
Store and we will insure that you are ready to

DBJ!SS l'OB ·suCCBSSI

-------------~~-----------------------

470 State Highway 10, Roxbury Plaza, Ledgewood, 584-9835
Rte. 3 at harmond, Meadows Blvd., Secaucus, 348-9750
374 Main St. & Joralemon Rd., Belleville, 759-9587
. 905 Bloomfield Ave., Wnt Caldwell, 575-9788
728 Morris Turnpike, Short HIiia, 378-9823
· Rid edale Ave., Cedar Knolls, 455-9894
_ Rte. 48 at Passaic, Falrfleld, 227-9435
_977 Valley Rd., GIiiette, 847-9783

International Day of the Seals
becomes a reality on March 1. This
date celebrates a world-wide effort
to create an awareness of the problems encountered by marine seals
in their struggles for survival.
The International Day of the
Seals is sponsored by the Seal Protection Fund, a program of the
Center for Environmental Education (CEE). The CEE is a non-profit
organization dedicated to the conservation of marine species and
their environments. Other programs of the CEE include the
Whale Protection Fund, Sea Turtle
Rescue Fund, and the Marine
Habitat Program .
A current problem concerning

The CEE publishes a newsletter
entitled ''CEE Report," which reports on progress in e.:,ch of its programs. This is sent free to anyone
interested in the marine environment. Write to : Center for Environmental

Stree,

Education,

624

Ninth

NW; Washington,

D.C.

20001 ; for the next issue!

Paramount Update
By now everyone who saw the
smash hit Flashdance knows that a
sequel is coming about the major
change in casting. Jennifer Beals,
who made the movie Flashdance
her big screen debut as Alex (the
welder turned dancer), will not re- ,
turn for the second film . Instead,
Marine Jahan, the French actress
who did the first movie's uncredited dance sequences, could be
the person who takes over the
lead. But, no matter who stars in
the next film Flashdance II is coming.
Raiders II: Indiana Jones and
the Temple of Doom is to be released on May 25 of this year with
Harrison Ford. Most of the other
information on this film is out by
now, and trailers are being shown
at science fiction conventions all
around the country. This film is
(bel ieve it or not) expected to be
MUSIC BOX TRIVIA

By Craig Stuart Hyman

056 -

the seal population is entanglement. Hundreds of seals, sea turtles, and sea birds become entangled in fishing. nets each year and
die. The CEE and the National
Marine Fisheries Service are studying this problem to help scientists .
and policy-makers learn more
about the problem's scope.
:

1. In the mid 1960' s who
lived at 710 Ashbury St. in San
Francisco?
2. What is the name of
James Brown's Band?
3. What was the name of the
Golden Earing Album whose
original album cover showed a
member of the band dancing
nude with an astronaut?
4. Mark Volman and Howard Kaylan (a .k.a. Flo and
Eddie) sang back-up vocals on
whatT. Rex album ?
5. W hen Frank Zappa fi rst
appeared on the original
"Saturday Night Live," w hat
song was it that John Belush i
comically acted as a member of
Zappa's band?
Answers:
Ul!JUOOW ' [

sawe1:i snowe:i a41 ·z
peaa 1n1aieJ9 a41 · L

better than Raiders of the Lost Ark.
Scenes for this second "Indy" feature are shot on locations in Shanghai , Hong Kong and Sri Lanka as
well as other places in Asia and
Europe.
The new film Footloose starring
Kevin Bacon, Lori Singer and John
Lithgow is out and getting somewhat poor reviews. Many movie
critics as well as other moviegoers
consider this a let down after the
hit Flashdance, but the two films
were never meant to compete with
each other.
Star Trek Ill: The Search for
Spock will be coming out between
June 1 and 8, the bits and pieces
are finally coming together.
The next article will cover (aside
from other things) academy award
nominations (of Paramount Motion Pictures) for 1983.
aw11sa41w ,1,, ·s,
JO!"l!M:l!JJ:>;)1:1 ' t
JOHN WAYNE-SUPERSTAR

By Jim Kurdyla
1 . Who played the sadistic
' gunman that murders Wayne in
TheCowboys?
2. What was the code designation for Wayne's firebase in
The Green Berets?
3. In The Shootist, which
historical figure served as a
symbolic part to the plot?
4. Name the town where
Wayne and company are sent
to liberate in The Longest Day.
5. W ayne's Cast A Giant
Shadow w as the story about
what noted sold ier?
Answers
sn:>Jev,.., /4a>P!W 1auo10:::>
aS!j83 aJaV,.., a}S
epOP!J\ uaanb
/4l!:)a8poa
UJaa a:>nJ 8

·S
't
'£

·z

·L
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Bulletin Board
Student Activities Corner

THE CAMELOT DINER
10% Discount on Anything

Students interested in
planning

Campus Awareness
Festival '84
please attend meeting on
Wed. March 7
in the Alumni Lounge
at 12:00 p.m. or 7:00 p.m.
Council for Part-Time
Students Office
College Center CC-113.

Over$2.00

Exodus Gospel
Choir
Needs You

for Faculty Members and
Students
from Kean

Students interested in participating in a choir (singers
or musicians) please attend
reorganization
meetings
scheduled Feb. 23, and
March 1, in the Alumni
Lounge in Downs Hall, or
contact Peggy Melchione in
Office of Student Activities
. College Center.

.FLASHDANCE

RESEARCH PAPERS

Dr. Jekvll'a Pub

14 .78 9 to choose from - all subjects!
R111sh $ 2 for1he c urre nt. 306-page catalo g. Custo m research & thesis assist;;,nce also ava ilable.
R esea rch. 11322 Id aho Ave .. #206 WA.
L,;is Angeles. CA 90025 (213) 4 77 -8226.

~l<ean'sown

All Baking Done On Premises

545 MORRIS AVE.

Alcoholics
Anonymous
Meeting
Every Tuesday
College Hour
("1:40-2:55 p.m.)

Students Assisting You
is selecting people for our
program.
If you are interested in
being a part of S.A.Y. ,
which consists of being a
tutor, peer counselor or a
F.A.P. person ; please contact or come to the Counseling Center.
Located in the Bookstore
Building, S.A. 126 or call
527-2082/2083.

ATTENTION
Now is the time to become a
Collegiate Chapter Member of the
American Marketing Association (AMA).
•
1/2 PRICE
MEMBERSHIP
only
~~~~~Yi~i
$5.00

omm unic ation -

Monday thru Friday

9 a.m. - 1 a.m.

Center

,c Saturday thru Sunday
X
2 p.m. - 1 a.m.

HAVE A PROBLEM• WANT TO RAP
INEORMA TION and REFERRALS PATTI'S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Academic/Business

A 0 <I>

No Job Is Too Large Or Too Small
Term Papers/Theses/Reports
Manuscripts/Resumes/Letters
Prompt/Acurate

Lambda TfietaPfii, Latinftatem.ity, Inc.
Los invita. a que conoscan elconapto Ii£.
"La. UnidaaLatina. 11
Monday, Fe6. 27

(201) 351-5176
Downs HafI
Room B

8:00 p.m.

iConcienciaLatino!

BAHAMAS
SPRING BREAK

~Ip

289-2101
(201) 527-2360
527-2330

Los Conquistadores

A330CIATION
Through February
Meetings are held on TUNdays. 1 :40 (College Hour) in WIiiia 300

The Industrial Studies Department is sponsoring a contest
· aimed at encouraging interest
in technology. Any Kean College student may enter. For
details see Industrial Studies
Department bulletin board in
Building H or call S. Friedman,
527-2284.
Contest
ends
March 30, 1984.

HOT LINE

There will be an
Important Meeting
of the SKI CLUB
on Tues. , Feb. 28
at 1 :40 pm (College Hour)
inJ-144
We will be electing new Ski
Club officers for 1984-95.
BETHEREI

J-100

Win A Slnclalr
Home Computer

KEAN C OLLEGE
-C

Feb. 26-8 p.m.
Feb. 27 -12:30 & 8 p.m.

11 So. Broad St.

Acroea from the CourthouN
Elizabeth

S.A.V.

I.D. Required
Open 24 Hrs/Day

Willis 201 B.

FREE

Marc&Kathy
perlorminp 8V8t)' Saturday nite in February. Doing Simon & Garfunkel, America and many more.

SPINNERS PLUS
Music For All Affairs

SKI AND PARTY WEEKEND!

Neil D'Andria
(201) 249-2420
Jack Hellman
(201) 545-9307

from$345
Evie's Word
Processing Service

Includes Bound Trip Air, Transfer, Seven Nights Aecom- modation, Welcome Rum Swizzle, One Hour Rum Swizzle Party, Canvas Travel Bag. Three Hour Cruise w/Two
Hour Unlimited Rum Punch, Beach Party w/Lunch, All
Taxes.

SKI CAPITAL OF THE EAST

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

MARCH 2-4, 1984, FRIDAY THRU SUNDAY

....... ..... ................... ....... ......

". )£

• Transportation by Deluxe
Motor Coach ·
• Dinner Saturday Nite
• Apres Ski Wine & Cheese
• Lounge
• DISCOUNT on 2 Day
Lesson

FORT LAUDERDALE
SPRING BREAK
$135
Includes seven nights at prime location, welcome party
w/free beer, complimentary travel bag.

AMTRAK only $155
AIR only $198
College Rep. Needed - Earn Free Trip

F

• Quality Lodging Near the
Mountain
• Skiing - 2 Days , All Lifts
• Game Room • DISCOUNT on 2 Day
Rentals (skis , boots ,
poles)

sggoo

includes taxes and gratuities

4 in a room $99 • 3 in a room $109 • 2 in a room $119
For Reservations or Information CONTACT:
Ron Donohue
Matt Fogerty
(201) 991-9097
(201) 687-6510
After 5 P.M .
After 4 P.M.

GREENWICH TRAVEL CENTER
1-800-243-3858

--------~~-~-------------• BILLIARD LOUNGE
• ARCADE
• FAMOUS SNACK BAR
Since 1963

·333 Rahway Ave .. Elizabeth • 354-8950

'--------

-

HELP WANTED
Part-Time
Days/Nights/Weekends
Masco Sports, Summit, NJ
273-4400
Ask for Ellen or Sean

Is it true that you can
buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the facts
today! Call (312) 7421142 Ext. 6051.

RESUMES
Effective resume program,
cover letters, all your resume ·
needs plus computerized mailing, free updating. Call for free
flyer. Westfield office 2335116.
.

On Campus Wednesday , February
_
lltterviews:
Career Pl anni n g Offic P

lC

(201) 388-6975
• Specializing in Dissertations•
Resumes• Letters• Legal• & More

$50.00 NON REFUNDABLE DEPOSIT REQUIRED
TOTAL

............................................

c«tJfled In Bualnea Edue11tlon

For more l1formatl011 aad advance appointments. ga ta:
K~an Building Complex , K-102
Or Contact: NJ YM-YWHA Camps
.
21 Plymouth St, Fairfield, NJ 07006 (201) 575-3333

Need a report, term
paper, or resume typed?
Call Barbra at 527-2952
evenings for all your typing
needs.

Thurs., February 23, 1984
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GRADUATING SCXJN?

creation Round
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
Five-Player Basketball
The regular season of FivePlayer Basketball is underway.
Teams of all divisions, men's,
women's and fraternity, have
played at least one game. The
Intramural games are played Monday through Thursday evenings,
beginning at 6:30 p.m. All games
are held in the D' Angola main gym
and auxiliary gym.
The team captains are reminded
to pick up the weekly schedules
from the Department of lntramural-Recreationsal Sports, in
Room Dl 14 of the D' Angola Gym.
UPCOMING EVENTS
Racquetball
Friday, February 24 is the deadline date for RacquetbaU entries.
Registration is being taken by the
Department of lntramural-~ecreational Sports, Room D-114 of the
D' Angola Gym. There will be an
organizational meeting on Tuesday, February 28 at 1 :40 p.m.
(College Hour) in Room D-125 of
the D' Angola Gym.

Video Games

-

Sloan Lounge of the College
Center will be the site of the Video
Games Tournament conducted by
the Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports. The tournament
will be held on Thursday evening,
March 8. The contest will begin at

8:00 p.m ., and registration will be
held until 9:30 p.m. The video
games to be played for the tournament include: PAC MAN, CENTIPEDE, and DONKEY KONG.
See you there, with your quarters
in hand.
Co-Rec Softball
Start forming your teams NOW.
Spring will soon be upon us, and
Softball will be THE game. Entry
deadline, Friday, March 16.
SPORTS CLUBS
Karate
Sifu Naugin, master of the ECKA
(Eastern Chinese Kenpo Association) made a special guest appearance at the Kean College Karate
Club this Monday. Over 25 men
and women members of the Club
learned modern applications of
traditional animal techniques directly from this top ranked black
belt.
Advisor Lyn Heathcote (also of
ECKA) informed members that representatives of other styles of martial arts will also be visiting on occasion.
The club focuses on basic techniques, punches, kicks, and selfdefense, but as an added benefit,
yields self-confidence .
All are welcome. The Club has
members who have no experience
as well as those who have studied
before. We meet in CSW-118 on
Monday and Wednesday evenings

DSP.lll'l'MB•'l' o•

from 8 :00-9:30 p.m. See you next
week!

Scuba
The Scuba Club still has room
for a few more participants. Anyone interested should contact
Katie Carmel , Assistant Director,
Intramural-Recreational Sports, D104 of the D' Angola Gym, or call _
x2002 . The Scuba Club meets on
Tuesdays, 1 :40 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
(College Hour) in the D' Angola
Pool.
Track & Field/Cross Country
The first scheduled practice has
beel'l set for Tuesday, March 6 at
4 :00 p.m. Those interested should
meet, dressed for workouts, at the
East Campus Track. For more information, contact Katie Karmel,
Assistant Director, Intramural-Recreational Sports, D- i 04 of the
D'AngolaGym, or call x2002.

Women's Slimnastics

You're Needed
AIIOverthe
World.
Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenuity ond flexibility
ore as vital as their degrees. They'll tell you they ore helping
the world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the oreos
of food production. energy conservation, education. economic
development and health services. And they'll tell you about
the rewords of hands on career experience overseas. They'll
tell you it's the roughest job you'll ever love.

PEACE CORPS
For information call ( 21 2 ) 264 - 7123, or
write Peace Corps, Room 1605, 26 Federal
Plaza , New York, NY 10278.

0ePAf\TMENT OF /NTRAMUAAL·fu.WATIONA!. SroR1'S
DIVISION OF INTltAMU/VJ. $,ORTS

Tuesday and Thursday evenings, 8:00-9:00 p.m ., Campus
School West, Room 118. Come,
bring a friend, and join the fun!
SPECIAL NOTE
Effective March 1, 1984, the administrative ·offices of the Department of Intramural-Recreational
Sports will relocate to the East
Campus. The new location for the
Department's main office will be
room 122. The Department's
phone number (527-2229) will remain the same.

I•'l'a.t.MIJll.t.L-11:SCll:S.l'l'IO•.t.L SPOll'l'S

DITISIO• OJ'

SPOll'l'S

CLUBS

.~-<

BPIII•C 1984

SPOR'1'S CLllB

~

ll!!

Dance

Bill Cbaiam

Tue~
Wednesdq
'l'lmraclq

8100 8100 -

91)0 P•••
91)0 P•••

CSW-118
CSW-118

Scuba

Alex Bit-.i

Tuesdq

1:40 -

3•00 P•••

Pool

Ski

Ron Donohue

Tues~

1:40 -

2155 p.m.

D-125

'l'rack & l!'ield/Cross Country

Elvin Wuhington

l!'irst Meeting l!'eb. 14

1:40 -

2 :55 p.m.

D-125

Wo■en'

Gina Strang

Tues~
Thursday

8:00 8100 -

9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

CSW-118
CSW-118

a Slimnastios

~11t-

D-107
D-107
D-107

Wednesdq

llondq

Iqn lleatboote

larate

!!2!!!

!J!!!
1140 - 41)0 , •••
7•)0 - 10,00 p. ■•
1140 - 41)0 P•••

All clubs begin the week of l!'ebrll&rJ' 13.

\\~
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':,,..,-f'
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DEPARTMENT OF INTRAMURAL-RECREATIONAL SPORTS
D1v1$1DN OF INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Ca-Rec
DEPARTMENT

OF

D1V1s10N

INTRAMURAL-RE.cREAnoNAL SPORrs
OF INTRAMURAL

SPoRrs

THURS., MARCH 8, 1984
TIME: contest starts at 8pm, onsite registration until 9:30pm.
LOCATION: sloan lounge, college
center.
GAMES: pac man , centipede,
donkey kong.

1~place- championship t-shirt
certificates for 1~ 2!'!!.& 3e. place

Change of
Address

Saftball_

OFFICE:
IntramuralRecreational
Sports
OLD
ADDRESS:
RoomD-114
D' Angola Gym

--------

NEW
ADDRESS:
Room122
East Campus,
North Avenue
PHONE
NUMBER:
527-2229
EFFECTIVE
DATE:
March 1, 1984

I

entry_

FRIDAYJ.~N 16

deadline lit ll1uu NDOIII

sign gv"E DEn OF INTRJ/flJIAL-Rw.EA.Tf()IIAL Sl'OR1.J

up

·

ROOM /12, EAST CAHPIIS

arganizatianal
meeting Tuas. MMe1 20

l:lfOP.M.{CO&HGE HGUA\ift ti-115. J>~CM.A
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Top Trenton (70-69) and West Chester (83-58)

SQUIRETTES SWEEP TO BEST RECORD EVER

~

Sallie Maxwell scored twelve points for Kean against West Chester
on Monday.

Squirette Softball Preview
Kean softball coach Kathy Neal
says that a mixture of returning veterans and talented newcomers
should help her club to improve
last season's disappointing 8-16
record.

trip, which is a first for -the club .
Two scrimmages against Onandaga of Syracuse and Henry Ford
of Michigan will begin the 34game schedule. Neal' s club will
play its first home game on April 7
against Seton Hall, on the grounds

By George Falkowski
The Kean College Squirettes,
currently sharing the top ranking
among Division Ill schools with
Elizabethtown (Pa .), boosted their
hopes for a second consecutive
Jersey Athletic Conference title
with successive wins over Trenton
State, 70-69 , on Saturday and an
83-58 effort against West Chester
on Monday.
The two victories, combined
with a forfeit of Tuesday's scheduled mate!:! by Rutgers-Newark,
give the Squirettes a 22-1 regular
season record , their best ever. The
Kean squad awaits a -showdown
Saturday night for the JAC crown,
w ith the wi nner of Thursday's
Stockton
State-Trenton
State
Game. The cham pionsh ip wi ll be
decided at Kean on Saturday at
7:00p.m.
The Sq uirettes' one point victory
at Trenton on Feb. 18 was "too
close for comfort" according to
Coach Pat Hann isch. Trail ing by as
many as seven poi nts in the second
half, Kean rall ied beh ind the strong
perfo rm ance of Gi nny Barry, who
fini shed with 21 points and 10 rebounds, including a critical th reepoi nt-play ljite in the game. Barry
was somewhat surprised at her ef,fort, w hich more than doubled her
scoring average for the year.
" I was doi ng someth ing ri ght,"
she sa id . "They left me open for a
lot of little jump shots."
The game w as still in question
until Shelly Blassingame sank two
foul shots with 12 seconds left, giving Kean a 70-67 lead. A final basket by Trenton State was not
enough as the Squirettes ran out
the clock .
The Kean women, who have
shown a knack for playing well in

Brophy, meanwhile, hit two key
baskets in the first half to break
open a close game and supplied
some tough defensive play in the
second half.
The Squirettes, as has been their
style this year, opened the second
half with a 10-2 burst, led by Maxwell and Shelly Blassingame.
"I think the delay hurt more than
people think," said Hannisch,
commenting on
her team's
lackluster first half performance.
"We had to get a better grip on ourselves. It was a matter of settling
down and making the adjustments."
The team now awaits Saturday's
title game, as they hope to successfully defend their 1982-83 championship.

pressure situations aJI season, had

done it again .

"We should move up in the conference and we've got a lot more
depth in every position this year,"
said Neal, who also pitches for the
Budweiser Belles of the ASA.

of the newly-acquired East Cam"We made the big plays when
pus.
'. we had to," said Coach Hannisch.

Heidi Anderson of Westfield,
Chris Auleta of Ramsey, Susan
Bleiwise of Springfield, and Gayle
Gega of Roselle are four of the
newcomers that Neal is counting
on to provided added strength to
her club. Bleiwise, a sophomore
who also won the Coaches Award
for her contribution to the Kean
women's tennis team, should see
action in the infield, while Gega
may help teammate Judy Zambo of
Montville with the mound chores.
Anderson may also do some pitching, and Auleta could spend some
time behind the plate as a catcher.
Senior outfielder Kathleen Starling, who is also a standout member of the top-ranked Kean
women's basketball squad, will
lead the returnees out onto the diamond.

Kean wrestling coach Elvin
Washington has attributed his
team' s disappointing 3-17 198384 season record to a shortage of
manpower. But, says the coach,
next year will be a different story .
"We' ve certainly had a tough
year," admitted Washington, who
is a former wrestling and footba ll
standout. "We were short on men
and we had injuries, but we really
_had a combined individual record
of 70-50-1, if you take away our
forfeits . I'd say that next year, we
will have an excellent record , and
I' m looking forward to it. "
The first-year coach had nothing
but praise for. several of his top
wrestlers, including Al Nardone of
Middletown, who put together a
10-0 record in the 190-lb. weight
class before suffering a dislocated
thumb in a match against Trenton
State. The injury resulted in a
heartbreaking forfeit and the loss of
a golden opportunity to qualify-for
a berth in the Division Ill National
Tournament. which will be held in

The Squirettes, ~ho placed
fourth in the competitive Jersey
Athletic Conference a year ago,
will be opening their 1984 season
during their week-long Florida

On Monday, the Squirettes relied on a fast-starting offense in .the
second half and solid bench
strength to overpower West Chester, 83-58, in a game held in
Union. The contest was delayed
an hour and three minutes as
players, coaches and fans waited
for the arrival of the officials.
Sallie Maxwell, seeing some-.
what limited action, led Kean with
12 points. The consistent scoring
punch, however, came from
juniors Linda Smith and Lauren
Brophy, who scored 10 points
each .
" I was happy to get as much time
tonight as I did," said Smith , whose
second half fi eld goals helped
mai ntai n Kean's lead . "We played
a lot better in the second half."

Wrestling - Looking Forward to Next Year
Binghamton , N.Y. on Feb . 24-25 .
The mishap, incidentally, came
'· against the wrestler who went on
to finish first in the Division Ill
Northeast Region . Other injuries
were sustained by Dominick Gallo
of Newton (134 lb. cla ss), and
Richard Kraskin of Millburn (150
lb. class) .
Al so cited for outstanding efforts
were Mike Williams of Lindenwold, who had a record of 20-1 O
in the 142 lb. weight class; Ed·Russell of Carteret, who finished with
a 17-12 mark in the 158 lb. weight
class; and Mike Wooby of lselin,
who saw action in the 167 & 177
lb classes, despite a 7- 12 record .
Washington boldly predicted that
Williams and Russell, along with
Nardone, will all qualify for next
year's National Tournament. Also,
none of his wrestlers will be lost to
graduation.
The Squires wound up finishing
ir;i sixth place in the New Jersey
State Athletic Conference.

Ginny Barry led the Squirettes w ith 21 points and 1 O rebounds in
a very dose game against Trenton State Feb. 18 .

THE

NUMBER ONE

KEAN COLLEGE SQUlkE 11 ES
WILL DEFEND THEIR. JERSEY ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE TITLE THIS SAnJRDAY, FEB. 2STN
AT THE D'ANGOI.A GYM AT 7:00 PM

BE THERE!

· Squire Skaters Stay in Playoff Picture
Undefeated in their last 5
games, the Squires ice hockey
team registered a 3-3 tie with William Paterson, then came back to
defeat Rutgers University 5-3 .
On February 15th the Squires
took the ice agalnst a "dirty" Paterson squad : Paterson, with over
600 minutes in penalties, leads the
Metropolitan· Collegiate Hockey
Confe'rence in penalties and coach
Lombardo figured the game to be a
physical one. "The first time we
played them, (a 7-4 Paterson win)
they won by gooning it up, " said
Lombardo. "This time we knew
what to expect." What occured

was a game marred by 94 minutes
in penalties and four players being
ejected .
Paterson opened the scoring at
9:41 of the first period as Mike
Matzelle beat goalie Brian Cassidy. Kean came roaring back on a
goal by Jim Lithgow, who continued his scoring streak . In the
second, Kean took the lead on a
goal by Ed Shuman from the point.
Paterson came back to tie when,
with only :25 seconds left in the
period,
defensemen
Lance
Stephenson scored to take a 3-2
lead into the dressing room .
In the third period , the officials

did their part, 37 minutes in penalties on the Squires, forcing them to
play shorthanded almost the entire
period . The Squires continued the
attack and seemingly went ahead
on a goal by Jim Lithgow, only to
have it disallowed by the officials
as Lance Stephenson was called
for a slashing penalty. With 3:50
left in the contest, Paterson evened
the score with a goal by Damian
Mucaro. The game ended with a
fight between Squire Walt Cwikla
and Paterson's John Huggans.
Both players will be suspended for
their next game as will Stephenson
who was ejected earlier. After-

wards, Coach Lombardo was infuriated . "We had this game won,
and it was taken away by the officiating. Paterson was damn lucky
to come out of this with a tie, but
time will tell. If we meet in the
playoffs, we'll decide the ,outcome, not the officials ."
The next night, the Squires
traveled to Byrne-Meadowlands
arena to take on Rutgers University . The Squires, tired from the
previous night' s game, played a
lethargi c first period as they allowed Rutgers to jump out to a 2-0
lead before Jim Post snapped the
Squires out of it 'v\:'ith a goal set up

by Mike Hackney. The Squires
quickly tied the contest at 29 seconds of the second period when
defenseman Brad Butler scored off
a feed by Tom Clifton . It was Butler's first goal of the season . In the
third, Rutgers went ahead before
Kean cemented the win with goals
by Tom Bauer, Post (his second), ·
and Bill Jinks.
The Squires now have one more
regular season _game remaining,
on February 29th at home vs .
Marist at 9:30 p.m. At stake will be
a playoff spot for the Squires and
hopefully a trip to the post-season
tournament.

